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Dear Triathlete,

On Sunday, June 12, you and 1,479 fellow triathletes will be at the start of DTS GP ZANDVOORT. We are 
thrilled with the gigantic turnout after Corona, so we are working very hard to give you a wonderful day.

Zandvoort is an iconic location, but the weather and especially the wind are of influence. The North Sea is 
fickle. She can be nice and calm, but is also turbulent. As it stands, the forecast is a wind force of 2, which is 
good news. So there is a big chance that we will  go for a swim. We'll only know what it will be on the 
morning itself, but for now we're counting on a triathlon.

In Zandvoort we will be working with two transition zones. Quite unique in the Netherlands, so pay 
attention, because it is important to prepare well. 

On the beach, at Bernies Beachclub is the last briefing before every start. Make sure you are there!

All further information can be found in this participant information so take some time to read it carefully 
and you will not encounter any surprises this Sunday.

Have fun! Enjoy your race.

With sportive greetings,

Lars Vreugdenhil
When we all give the POWER.

We all give the BEST

Every minute of an hour

Don't think about the REST
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LOCATION
DTS GRAND PRIX ZANDVOORT is organized around the Circuitpark Zandvoort in Zandvoort.  

Address: 
Circuitpark Zandvoort
Burgemeester van Alphenstraat 108
2041 KP Zandvoort

ACCESSIBILITY AND PARKING
Parking for DTS GP ZANDVOORT can be done in Zandvoort on the boulevard and in the center, 
but everywhere it is paid parking. We made a deal with Circuit Zandvoort that you can park on 
their parking lot near the finish with 50% discount for only €6,25. However, you need to 
purchase the parking ticket online in advance via this link.

By public transport
There are several possibilities to travel to DTS GP ZANDVOORT by public transport.
The nearest train station is Zandvoort station. From here you can walk to the start location.

For personal advice, please consult the following websites before you leave:
• www.9292ov.nl
• www.connexxion.nl
• www.gvb.nl
• www.maps.google.com
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https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fstore.ticketing.cm.com%2F01G0HNECH6F0MGQFFS721TH6QM%2Fstep%2F9ace2a77-7a43-4ac0-89ed-c5233e2d1a42&data=05%7C01%7Cniki%40circuitzandvoort.nl%7C2c6ade5f21d442ef057308da3728d415%7C580bc5aa36b34f109dca98b7e44b30d0%7C1%7C0%7C637882946261170670%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=h%2FQkW4YjmVmM%2B8wWmaQtrLhXj5fqLFHaHlzwiDzaDnI%3D&reserved=0


07:30 Registration and Bike Check Open

08:30 Wave 1: Olympic Distance individual

10:00 Wave 2: Maarten van der Weijden Sprint distance

10:05 Wave 3: Sprint individual

11:00 Wave 4: Maarten van der Weijden Olympic distance

11:05 Wave 5: Olympic distance individual

12:30 Wave 6: Olympic distance individual

14:00 Wave 7: Olympic distance individual & relay

15:30 Wave 8: Sprint individual - Rookie race

16:15 Wave 9: Sprint individual & relay

16:30 Olympic distance awards

17:45 Sprint awards

PROGRAM
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COURSE
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For the swimming part we have good contact with the local lifeguard. We also take into
account the low tide, high tide and the current. Swimming is done parallel to the coastline. 
1 strip of 750 meters or 750 meters up and down. Every 250m someone from the DTS crew will
stand knee-deep in the sea with a big flag to show you, the participants, the route (line).
Because of the rapidly changing water levels (ebb & flow) the DTS crew member can also move
the flag, so that the participants always have enough depth to swim properly. The three
different sandbanks off the coast require absolute customization during the swim part. 
 
We ask all participants to inform themselves well about the possible presence of dangerous
currents and how to deal with them. 

We always strive to ensure that the swim can take place, but the safety and health of
participants is paramount. This means that if the waves in the sea are too high and/or the
current too strong, we can decide, in consultation with the lifeguards, to cancel the swimming
part and replace it with an extra running part. The triathlon then becomes a Run Bike Run.

Plan B - If we can't swim, this will be the course of the Run-Bike-Run / Duathlon.



Bib
Sticker sheet (helmet label, bike label, bag label)
Silicone swim cap
MyLaps timing chip with matching ankle strap

REGISTRATION
The registration kit you need to participate in DTS GP ZANDVOORT can be picked up before 
the start at the registration tent behind the finish.  In the registration kit you will find a bib and 
accessories. If you do not have this, you cannot participate in the race.

Important: The registration desk is open from 7:30am. Up to 30 minutes before the start of 
your wave there is a possibility to pick up your registration kit. It is recommended to be present 
an hour in advance. Making changes at the desk is possible until 45 minutes before the start of 
your wave.

REGISTRATION KIT

RACE NUMBER BIB BELT  AND BIB
To confirm your race number, it is recommended that you wear a race number belt. If you do 
not have one, you can purchase one for € 10 at the registration desk. The bib has to be 
attached to the elastic band. The bib number must be worn during cycling and running. 
During cycling you wear the bib on your back (obligatory) and during your run you wear the 
bib on your belly (obligatory).

LABEL SHEET
All participants will receive a label sheet with stickers for the bike, helmet and possibly for a 
bag.

BIKE LABEL
Attach the bike label to the seat post with the number pointing to the rear. The number 
should be clearly visible from the left and right sides. Do not remove the bike label until you 
have checked out of the transition zone. When you check in and out of the transition area, 
there will be a check that your number on your bike matches your BIB number. 

HELMET LABEL
Stick the label on the left, right and front of the helmet.
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BAG LABEL
You will receive a garbage bag from the organization. You have to put your wetsuit and other 
stuff in this bag after swimming. After your transition, we can move your bag with your things, 
to the nearby tent. Your place in the transition area is needed again later that day for the next 
wave.

SWIMCAP
During the swim it is mandatory to wear the silicone swim cap of the organization. It is allowed 
to wear your own swim cap but it may only be UNDER the swim cap of the organization and 
not be visible.

TIMING CHIP
The timekeeping during DTS GP ZANDVOORT is provided by MyLaps. You need to wear the 
timing chip with the corresponding strap around your LEFT ankle (so it can't touch the chain of 
your bike). It is important that you do not wear the chip somewhere else, because the 
timekeeping could fail due to a too large distance from the chip to the mat. Individual 
participants will keep the timing chip on throughout the race. Participants in a team receive 
one timing chip per team that must be passed on after each event.

Important: All rented chips must be returned at the end of the race in the designated 
container positioned immediately after the finish line. If the chip is not returned, we will charge 
a fee of € 20,-.

BEFORE THE RACE
THE TRANSITION ZONE
Pay close attention because we have TWO transition zones. It is important to prepare well for 
this. T1 is on the boulevard and that's where your bike, bike shoes and helmet will be. T2 is in 
the paddock in the middle of the Circuit. There you switch from cycling to running, so you 
should FIRST put your shoes , socks plus cap and food ready. Before you walk up to the 
boulevard with your bike. 

In T1 you will put on your wetsuit so bring that along with your swimming goggles and swim 
cap (which you got from us). We will give you a garbage bag to put your wetsuit in, after your 
swim. You MUST stick your start number on that garbage bag. You will find that label on your 
sticker sheet in your envelope. We will move the garbage bags to a collection point in the 
transition area. Your spot needs to be used later in another starting wave.
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1.5 hours before your start: Report at registration (Paddock, Circuit) to pick up your start 
envelope and garbage bag. 
Immediately proceed to T2 (also at the Paddock) to get your shoes ready at your spot. 
Walking with your bike and other stuff from T2 in the Paddock to T1 on the Boulevard will 
take 15-20 minutes so keep this in mind. Make sure you are at T1 45 minutes before the start 
to find your spot, hang up your bike, get your gear ready and put on your wetsuit. 
You have 15 to 25 minutes for that. 
Sprint participants are expected at Bernie's Beachclub (downstairs at T1) for the briefing 30 
min before their start. From the briefing it is a 15 minute walk along the beach to the start. 
You will swim those 750 meters back again. 
The OD swims back and forth along the beach so with them we have a little more time. OD 
will report to the briefing at Bernie's Beach 15 minutes before the start.

1.5 hour before start collect your envelope and garbage bag at registration on the Paddock
1.15 hour before start put your running shoes (+ possibly socks) ready in T2 which is also 
located in the Paddock 

 Bike (with race number sticker on your seat post) cycling shoes (and socks if necessary)
 Helmet
 Bottle with food
 Wetsuit
 Swimcap (included in starting envelope)
 Your own swimming goggles
 Your bib/race number on a starting number bracelet 

Pay attention to the time you need!
It's hugely important to time your day well, because getting stuff ready in two transition zones 
and walking from T2 to T1 just takes a lot of time. And the last thing you want is to have to 
stress before your start.

So the correct order and schedule for you on Sunday is:

So the correct order for you on Sunday is:

No later than 1 hour before the start, take the following to T1:

CHECK-IN TRANSITION ZONE
Prior to the race, place all of your required gear in the transition area in the space reserved for 
it. When checking in your gear, remember the following:
- Make sure the required labels are applied to the helmet and bike.
- Wear a helmet when entering the transition area.
- Your bike and helmet will be checked for safety.
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It is important to make sure you have a good working bike before the race starts. It does not 
have to be a race bike. A city bike in good condition is also allowed. Our jury will check the 
brakes, whether there are caps on the handlebars and whether the strap of the helmet is tight 
enough. 
At the moment your bike is not considered safe, the jury will not let you start, safety comes 
first. Bikes that are not in good condition will not be allowed into the transition area. 
The bike must be placed in the bike rack corresponding to your start wave and start number.

WETSUIT
For the use of wetsuits we apply the ITU competition rules during DTS GP ZANDVOORT.

Swim distance          Minimum:                            Obligatory under:                  Not allowed:
Up to and 1500m     13°C                                        15,9°C                                         22°C and above
                                        (< 13°C = RBR)
                                           
The water temperature measured on the day of the event will be the determining factor. Any 
measurements taken prior to the event are indicative and are not a reliable basis for the 
expected temperature during the race. The timing chip should be attached around the left 
ankle UNDER the wetsuit. This will prevent the chip from coming loose when you take off the 
wetsuit.
Important: To prevent mix-ups of wetsuits, we recommend putting your name on your wetsuit.

RENT A WETSUIT
For each triathlon it is possible to rent a wetsuit. You can rent a wetsuit via the registration 
form of Mylaps (Njuko). Did you not yet rent a wetsuit during your registration? Then you can 
rent and order it via info@dtseries.nl

BRIEFING
A briefing will take place before the start of each wave, OD 15 minutes and Sprint 30 minutes 
before the start. During this briefing, the most important issues regarding the race will be 
indicated again. In addition, any changes will be communicated during this briefing. The 
briefing will take place on the beach, at Bernies Beachclub.

Important: Each participant must be present at the briefing prior to their start wave.

WARMING UP
After the briefing, there is an opportunity to swim in until the starter asks all participants to line 
up at the starting line. It is a land start which means that everyone lines up at the starting line 
on the beach and waits for the starting signal and then starts their race.
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THE RACE
DISTANCES
Olympic Distance 
Swim:   1500 meter (parallel to the coast)      
Bike:     39,5 kilometer (Run up to entrance T2 from then 8 laps!)
Run:      10 kilometer (2 laps on the service roads of the Circuit. Partly unpaved!)      

Sprint Distance
Swim:   750 meter (parallel to the coast)
Bike:      21,5 kilometer (Run up to entrance T2 from then 4 laps)
Run:       5 kilometer (1 lap on the service roads of the Circuit. Partly unpaved!) 

SWIM
- Wearing the swim cap provided by the organization is mandatory.
- It is a land start which means that everyone lines up at the starting line on the beach and waits
for the starting signal and then runs into the water to start the swim part. 

CHANGE FROM SWIMMING TO CYCLING
- You can change at your bike in the rack.
- It is not allowed to stand naked in the transition area. In the transition area is a changing tent 
where you can change if necessary.
- Before you take your bike out of the rack your helmet must be on and secured.
- Before you leave, check if you are still wearing your timing chip. If not, please indicate this to 
someone from the organization, so they are aware of this.
- Make sure you wear your bib on your back.

Important: It is forbidden to cycle in the transition zone. Only when you have completely passed
the bar at the end of the transition area, you may get on your bike and start cycling.

CYCLING
- Wearing a helmet is mandatory.
- Staying is not allowed. You have to stay at least 12 meters behind your predecessor. Overtaking
is of course allowed.
- You are responsible that you ride the correct number of laps. If afterwards it appears that you 
didn't ride enough laps, you will be disqualified. 
-From T1 there is a run up to the entrance of T2 on the circuit. After this run-up it is 4 (sprint) or 8
(OD) laps. After the last lap  you enter the transition zone.

Important: If you are too close to your predecessor you are staying.  For this you can get a 
warning from the jury on the bike. If this is observed more often you will be disqualified. We have
no penalty tent. With 2 or more warnings there will be a DSQ behind your name in the results. 
Protest is not possible. Decision jury and organization are binding
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Important: Right side overtaking is strictly prohibited and will be penalized by the jury with a
DSQ.

Important: As a participant of DTS GP ZANDVOORT you are a participant in traffic. You must at 
all times follow the instructions of the traffic controllers, the organization and any emergency 
services. If emergency services need to enter the route to reach their destination, the race may 
be stopped briefly. Emergency services will always have priority.

CHANGE FROM CYCLING TO RUNNING
- You must have dismounted before passing the bar on entering the transition zone.
- Place your bike at the right spot in the transition area. 
- Your helmet may only be removed after you have placed the bicycle in the rack.

RUNNING
- Upon completion of your final lap, you will be directed into the finish area. You are responsible 
for running the correct number of laps. If it appears after the finish that you have run too few 
laps, you will be disqualified.
- There will be two refreshment stations on the course where you can get water and sports 
drinks.

EXTRA INFORMATIE VOOR RELAY TEAMS
A team has only one timing chip in total. This chip actually acts as a "relay baton". The timing 
chip must be transferred and attached around the teammate's left ankle before he/she can 
begin the next event. The registration kit contains three start numbers. Each team member 
has his/her own start number, because you can only enter the transition area by showing your 
start number. During the race, one start number must be worn by the cyclist (on the back) and 
the other start number must be worn by the runner (on the belly).

Swimmer
The timing chip must be worn around the ankle. After the swim, walk to the transition area via 
the indicated route. There is a special relay area in the transition area where the timing chip 
can be passed to the cyclist.

Cyclist
Make sure the helmet is on your head and secured and wear the race number (on your back). 
Wait for the swimmer at the bike in the transition zone. Leave your bike in the rack until the 
swimmer has transferred the timing chip and it is attached to your ankle. After cycling, first put 
your bike away in the designated area before the timing chip can be transferred to the runner.
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Runner
Wear your bib on the front. Wait for the cyclist with your bib in the transition area. After the 
cyclist has put his bike away in the designated position, the cyclist can hand over the timing chip.
Place the timing chip on your ankle before you start running. Make sure the bib (on your belly) is
clearly visible at the finish.

Finish
A team can finish together. When the runner on your team enters the finish zone, the other two
team members may join the runner so that the finish line can be crossed together.

AFTER THE RACE
MEDAL
After the finish everyone receives a cool medal. There are also all kinds of things you can really 
look forward to, such as candy, fruit and drinks.

MASSAGE
After your finish, our sports masseurs are ready to give you a well-deserved and free massage. 

AWARDS 
In the following categories there will be an award ceremony for the numbers 1, 2 and 3:
- Triathlon individual men (14-29, 30-39, 40-49, 50-59, 60+)
- Triathlon Individual Women (14-29, 30-39, 40-49, 50-59, 60+)
- Triathlon Relay / Relay (overall) 

CHECK OUT TRANSITION AREA
After the race you can collect your bike and other belongings in the transition area. Do this as 
soon as possible after you finish! Each spot is reserved for two different waves. This means that 
your spot is also reserved for a participant later in the day. If your bike remains parked for too 
long, we will put your belongings on the side of the transition zone so that room is made for the
other participants. You can only enter through the bike check-in/check-out tent and by showing
your start number. You can only check out your bike and bag when your start number matches
the number on your bike. When you leave the transition area, make sure you brought all your 
gear.

RESULTS
The results of the race will be posted on the DTS GP ZANDVOORT website within as soon as 
possible after the last finisher.
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LOST AND FOUND
Found items can be turned in during the event and picked up at the registration desk. In case 
you lost something during the day, please send an e-mail to info@dtseries.nl. Should we have 
found your belongings, you can pick them up at our office in Aalsmeer.

MEDICAL SUPPORT
A professional medical team from AES Medical Support will ensure the safety and health of 
participants and spectators during the DTS GP ZANDVOORT. A permanent first aid post has 
been set up on the event grounds. There are also several mobile first aid posts on the course.
Report emergencies immediately to the nearest first aid post or someone else from the 
organization. Employees will go to the location of the calamity as soon as possible. We ask all 
participants to follow the instructions of medical staff in all cases.

Good luck!
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